Abstract: This note corrects a mistake in a paper by MArtensson (1986). The main conclusion there (as reflected in the title) remains unchanged, only the construction of the 'universal controller' has to be carried out slightly differently.
Introduction
This note corrects a mistake in [6] . The main conclusion there (as reflected in the title) remains unchanged; only the construction of the 'universal controller' has to be carried out slightly differently. The note also corrects 'isomorphic' mistakes in [7, 8] , which also gave a discrete-time version of the result in [6] .
In [6] an adaptive controller was presented, claimed to stabilize any multivariable linear, timeinvariant, finite-dimensional plant for which the order l of some (linear, time-invariant) controller was known. The construction was based on two parts: Constructing a smooth, dense curve in controller space (viewed as the M xP-matrices), and establishing that the adaptation 'works', i.e.
that the states will asymptotically converge to 0, while the parameter k converges to a finite value. Unfortunately, the first part was in error. The sentence 'It follows from (6) 
-(9) that {o(h)N(h), h = h(k)
, keR} is a dense subset of the space of M × P matrices' is not correct. For the 'proof' of that statement (carried out in more detail in [8] ), the following, erroneous, 'property' of almost periodic functions N:I~---, S ue-1 was used: For any open set O c S Me-1 there is a sequence of equidistant intervals Iv, with length bounded from below, such that N(Iv)c 0 for all v. This property does not follow from the definition of almost periodicity, and a counterexample can easily be constructed.
It is unknown to the authors whether the proof in [6] can be fixed or not. Instead, another construction, which is much more natural and simple, will be presented. It is based upon using a dense curve directly, instead of the unnatural approach in [6] , using a decomposition in 'size' and 'direction'.
The present note has been written to be selfcontained in the sense that it contains a full proof on the main result, without reference to E6].
Throughout the paper, II'll denotes the Euclidean norm of R n, n being clear from the context. We will also talk about ~2 spaces without specifying the domain and co-domain.
The adaptive control problem
The plant is assumed to be representable by equations of the form
5c(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), x(t)~R n, u(t)~", y(t) = Cx(t), y(t)eR m.
(2.1) Note that some forms of a priori knowledge translates directly to the knowledge of such an l: for example, if n were known, we could take l = n; if detCB 4:0 and (2.1) is minimum-phase then l= 0 would be possible, etc.
With I at our disposal, we can conceptually convert the original problem to the problem of stabilizing with static gain feedback by considering the dynamical elements of the controller as belonging .~(t) = 2if(t) +/3t~(t), (2.3a) The adaptive algorithm is based on a dense search through the controller space. The search path will be designed off-line and does not depend on the system or the data. However, the way in which the search path will be traversed will be determined by the input-output data.
The adaptive controller will be composed of two functions, /(: II~+--* ~M×P, and h:~+~ ~ satisfying the following assumptions:
( In Section 4, examples of functions K which satisfy these assumptions will be presented. Also note that it is enough to show (II) for one a, say a = 0.
The adaptive controller is now given by
The following result is standard, see e.g. [2] . 
The main result
Theorem 3.1. Consider the system defined by equations (2.3a), (2.3b) and (2.4). Suppose that Assumption 2.1 holds, and that (I)-(IV) are satisfied. Then,for all initial condition (x(0),z(0), k(0)), it holds that t t = oo, and
Before we prove Theorem 3.1 we will prove a simple lemma. 
= : L,,t-to(X(to)) + L2,t-to(U(" ), y(" ).
Since A -LC is asymptotically stable, {LL, } and { L2,,} are families of uniformly bounded operators, we have show that the boundedness of k implies the last two assertions. If t* < oo, it follows from Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 3.2 that limt~t, k(t)= oo. By (2.4b), k is monotonically nondecreasing; hence, k either converges (in which case we may conclude that t* = oo) or grows unbounded. Suppose that k does not converge (do not assume that t*= oo). We will derive a contradiction, thus proving the first two statements of the theorem.
By By (I) we may conclude that fl~ -ct; >_ ~ for some 3 > 0.
The assumption of k diverging implies that all intervals lj will be visited (also if t* < oo). We will now estimate how much h can grow after having entered Ij. We will see that forj sufficiently large, h cannot grow with the amount 6, which is necessary to leave l j, which will yield the contradiction.
Let tj be such that h(k(tfl) = ctj. We have
(the last step used (2.4a)), with y=supr~a II K + I II 2 < oo. Now assume that t > tj is such that h((tj, t))c lj. Under this assumption, it follows from (3.3) that ½x T Pox is an exponentially decaying Lyapunov function, as long as her2. Therefore, for some d (not depending on j) it holds that 
Inserting into (3.4) we get h(k(t)) -ctj < (C'o + c'1 k(ti))
where c~ = dy(co 11 ;(0)II 2 --k(0)) and c'1 = d7c1 depend on system constants and initial conditions, but not on j. For j large, it holds that (c3 + c'l k(tj))< 2c] k(tj), and, since k(t;) is less than or equal to any element in the set over which the supremum in (3.5) is taken, it holds that
We may now conclude from (IV) that the righthand side of (3.6) goes to 0 when j goes to infinity. In particular, eventually h(k(t)) -~j < 6. This establishes the contradiction. We conclude that k has a limit, say limt~ k(t) = ko~ < ~. It remains to prove the last two assertions of the theorem, or equivalently, that lim,~ o~ ;(t) = 0. By (2.4b) it follows that t~, )7~£~'2. Select/~ so that A-LC has all eigenvalues in the open left-half plane. Since ~ = (A -LC); + Bfi + LCy, we may consider ;(' ) as the image of )7(.) and ~(.) under a bounded affine operator between suitable Ae2 spaces. It follows that ;(')E£~'2. Since k(.) is bounded, we may conclude from (2.3a), (2.3b), and (2.4b) that also xELP2. It now follows that lim ;(t)= 0: first note that by considering every component individually, we may assume that ; is scalar. According to H61der, x; is integrable, i.e. 
at
Since M t converges, ~(t) must converge to a constant ;~. But ;(.)eLe2, so ;~ = 0. []
Dense curves
In order to show that the theorem in the previous section is not void, we have to demonstrate a construction satisfying (I) and (II). There are many ways of doing this, and we will present two different functions /( satisfying the conditions (I) and (II). The first example is based on the skew line on the torus, whereas the second example relies on an enumeration of QN.
For ease of notation, with N = MP we identify R M × e (the controller space) with R N via the coordinates, and present dense curves on R N instead.
A differential-geometric approach
We next present a construction based on mapping the skew line on the torus onto R N. It yields a very simple, explicit formula. It is only valid for N>2.
(For N= l one possible choice is K(h) = h sin h.) 
Note that (i) in particular implies (I). By the remark following (I)-(IV), (ii) implies (II).
As an example of linearly independent real numbers al, ..., aN, we mention a i = ~ where pj is the jth prime.
Informally, the construction can be understood as follows. The mapping is the composition of the skew line on the N-dimensional torus with a surjective mapping from the torus (with a finite number of singularity points removed) to •N. The skew line is dense on the torus. A surjective 'blow-up' maps the skew line into smooth and dense curve in II~ N traversed with bounded velocity on bounded subsets, provided that the singularities are avoided. 
A dense curve based on an enumeration of O N
A second example of a dense curve is obtained as follows. Accepting the enumeration as given, the latter construction possibly provides an example which is easier to understand (and prove!). However, it does not yield such an explicit formula as the first construction. We remark that in [5-1 'pseudo-code' implementations of algorithms similar to the one above was given. The pseudo-code algorithms there generalize in an obvious way to generate 'enumerations' of O N for arbitrary N.
Finally, we remark that the controller given by (2.4) and (4.1), with, e.g., h= log(k+ 2) and a~ = x/~, is indeed an extremely simple controller, for example, in the sense of effort of implementing it in your favorite simulation program. This is not to say that'we claim the quantitative performance is neither good nor acceptable, only to expose the fragility of some arguments comparing the 'simplicity' of different universal stabilizing algorithms. It is not clear if a construction containing elements like enumeration of the rationals qualifies as 'simple'.
